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   Optimizing power consumption in industrial units is one of the most complex tasks facing design engi-

neers. On the one hand, equipment and electrical systems should be fully used in the production process 

and help  ensure the highest level of quantity and quality of production, and on the other hand, the mini-

mum energy consumption of the country's electricity network, which at the peak of consumption in the 

year ninety-nine 55,000. MWh was to impose. In this plan, techniques and facilities have been used that, 

depending on the customer's needs, reduce the load of the national network from 30 to 62% and signifi-

cantly reduce the cost of electricity consumption for users. This system will reduce production costs, use 

the exemptions of the Ministry of Energy and profitability for the consumer, and remove a very heavy load 

from the country's electricity network, and as a result, the country will export surplus electricity and cur-

rency. ( ENM) can be called one of the most unique projects in the country that has no foreign examples 

and Erfan Nadine Mad Company has proudly been able to implement 13 years of research, research and 

investment, and now 12 of them since 1986, which The project had not yet reached the necessary maturi-

ty to pilot in Kurdistan province and users have seen amazing results. These loved ones were among the 

first to take the risk of using ENM and later from The benefits were also used, which led to the introduc-

tion of Erfan Nadin Mad Company to its trade unions, and God willing, in the near future, we will fill elec-

tricity consumers with this God-given and irreversible blessing even more.  
                                                                                                                Designer and inventor : Erfan Ahmadzadeh  
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Erfan Nadin Mad Company, while thanking the users mentioned in the list below for verification, also announces their names and 

the production units under their management.  

 

• The first machine: Kerfto Flour Factory with the CEO Mr. Karim Aminnejad  

• (Factory consumption amp 620) (transformer output amp 320) 

•  * The second machine: Shafaq Flour Factory under the management of Mr. Shahriar and Iqbal Karimi  

• (Factory consumption amp 680) (transformer output amp 400)  

• * Third machine: Marivan Sarvabad Flour Factory under the management of Mr. Talib Khaledian  

• (Factory consumption amp 800) (transformer output amp 410)  

• * Fourth machine: Mr. Hiva and Mohammad Sayadi, sand granulation factory  

• (Factory consumption amp 283) (Trans output amp 140)  

• * Fifth machine: Bijar flour and silo factory under the management of Mr. Hadi Aminnejad  

• (Factory consumption amp 1063) (Trans output amp 600)  

• * Sixth device: Divandereh large rain sand factory and mine under the management of Mr. Farshadi Sayadi  

• (Factory consumption amp 400) (transformer output amp 140) in the first phase  

• (Factory consumption amp 793) (Trans output amp 315) in the second phase 

•  * Seventh machine: Bijar brick factory under the management of Mr. Aram Sayadi 

•  (Factory consumption amp 580) (Trans output amp 312)  

• * Eighth device: Sarfaraz Brothers small cold storage  

• (Refrigeration consumption amp 53) (Trans output amp 13)  

• * Tenth machine:: Saral animal feed factory with the management of fishing brothers  

• (Factory consumption amp 450) (Trans output amp 215)  

• * Eleventh machine: Carpet washing and production of nylon freezer Mr. Zanyar Azizi  

• (Workshop consumption amp 70) (Trans output amp 32)  

• * Twelfth machine: production of agricultural implements for rain cultivation of Mr. Sediq Elahi and Farhad Sharafi 
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Introducing the CEO of Erfan Nadine Mad Company: Erfan Ahmadzadeh 

 

• Top provincial entrepreneur in two periods  

• The commendable design of the 12th Kharazmi International Festival 

• Acceptance of the plan in the province and the first place of the thirteenth Kharazmi festival  

• Acceptance of the plan in the province and the first place of the fourteenth Kharazmi festival  

• Acceptance of the plan in the province and the first place of the 12th Kharazmi International Festival  

• INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE  BUSINESS PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING  

• INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE STATISTICAL QUALITTY CONTROL  

• INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE BENCHMARKING  

• INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE of DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS  

• INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE of OCCUPATIONAL HEALTE  

• INTERNATIONAL  CERTIFICATE PRODUCE PERFCT  

• INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT TOTAL CUALITY  

• Seven national certificates of control, management of production lines and their optimization  

• Member of the Entrepreneurs Association of Kurdistan Province by the order of the Governor of Kurdistan from 1989 until       today  

• Secretary of the Entrepreneurs Association of Kurdistan Province by the order of the Governor of Kurdistan from 1989 until    today  

• Member of the technical board of consulting and information centers and entrepreneurship services of Kurdistan province from 1992 until 

today  
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Introduction of  Erfan Nadine Mad Company: 

Macro goals : 

The set of goals defined in this structure each has an independent and distinct role that its fulfillment as parts of a system will 
complement each other and create a positive synergy in line with the company's goals. These goals and missions are defined for 
them as follows:  

1- Technical and specialized expertise and concluding contracts with customers and subscribers while reviewing the design and 
performing the necessary calculations, coordinating in person and in writing with the relevant applicants, documenting and 
maintaining relevant records, preparing and presenting information and statistics for each project.  

2- Providing services for the construction of small-scale generators: including; Reviewing and accepting requests, coordination 
and warm cooperation with all customers and consumers of Erfan nadin mad products, justifying and providing information to 
customers and visitors and consumers of products and services  

3- Providing services for designing and launching production lines and optimizing their electricity consumption with the aim of 
making the company's users and customers profitable and taking good and safe steps in order to promote the culture of            
entrepreneurship and job creation based on the country's satisfaction.  

 

Management system policy in Erfan Nadin Mad Company: 

Erfan Nadin Mad Company with 13 years of history and receiving certificates of good performance of various works and using the       
experiences of engineers with experience now after several years of experience in the field of electricity industry and numerous         
entrepreneurs in this field and national and international documents It is one of the leading companies in the country's electrici-
ty industry. Qualitative development in the direction of economic exploitation of projects with the approach of increasing        
efficiency as a production unit and the needs of the country. Participation in the application of various production and bedding 
technologies to use these technologies in line with the company's programs. Providing desirable and optimal services for           
individuals in order to improve the quality of projects according to the current situation and achieve a privileged position among 
similar institutions. Impact on the future of the country's electricity industry and stabilization of the company's position as a 
technical and specialized center for electricity, equipment and related tools. Regular and continuous planning and action in order 
to prevent accidents (safety and health) caused by work and control of harmful factors in the work environment (physical,     
chemical, ergonomic and psychological factors). Regular and continuous planning and action in order to prevent environmental 
pollution (soil, air and water) and reduce the consumption of gas resources by implementing systems to optimize the                
consumption and efficiency of devices and prevent wastage of resources.  
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Innovation and its definition in this plan: 

Innovation and its definition in this plan: Innovation means presenting new ideas and turning these ideas into technology, product, process, 
business model and new and commercializing it. In this plan, innovation is created and innovation includes invention and its use. This definition 
reflects the situation of developed countries and companies that move on the frontiers of knowledge and with large investments in their re-
search and development centers and expanding the scope. Strategic partnerships with universities and other scientific and research centers 
offer new technologies and products, but can not explain the innovation process in developing countries, which is based on gradual change and 
optimization of existing innovations, so it is necessary to provide a more comprehensive definition to be able to Also show the status of these 
companies. Innovation occurs when an idea as a product, process, or service through the technology cycle and the stream of innovation can 
achieve the benefits of continuous change in the organization. Creativity and innovation are not a mysterious talent of individuals, but a daily 
activity to establish relationships that have not been seen before, and to communicate between issues that are not usually put together con-
sciously and purposefully. Rare opportunities have resulted. The term innovation is used in a broad sense as a process of using knowledge or 
information to create or introduce new and useful things. Innovation is anything that has been redesigned to be realistic and strengthen the 
organization's position against competitors, as well as a long-term competitive advantage that occurs once, but a continuous process consisting 
of the organizational decision-making process at all stages, from idea development It is new until it becomes practical. The new idea of ENM 
depends on the new needs of the customer or the need at the national level for production and was developed through the collection of infor-
mation with an entrepreneurial perspective. In the process of applying the new idea, as a product, process or service, to reduce costs and in-
crease productivity, there are three basic types of innovation that cause social change: technology; For example, cars changed the structure of 
cities and the way of urban life. Emerging culture; New beliefs, values and ideologies can bring about rapid change in society. Robert also be-
lieves that the rapid changes that took place in Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were the result of the idea of progress in 
Europe. Humans believed that progress was not possible, but inevitable, a belief that led to scientific and technological progress in Europe. 
New forms of social structure; These factors cause  changes in society. Like the new bureaucratic organizations that are a new way of social or-
ganization, innovation is one of the factors of  social change that causes changes in the social system. In defining the factors of social change, 
Gay Roche says: "The factor of change is in fact an element of a certain situation, which causes or creates change due to its existence or by the 
action it performs. For example, the   implementation of reforms in rural areas, which is a kind of innovation, has brought about changes in ru-
ral society and, by its nature, prevented their migration. Or the introduction of new techniques in a factory causes many changes in the way of 
working, in the  organization of groups, at the level of management and. . . will be. Innovation is the result of the accumulation of knowledge, 
and  innovators have been confronted with a repository of past knowledge. Without the knowledge of the ancients, they would not have suc-
ceeded in innovating. For example, if Edison had lived 300 years ago, he would not have invented electricity; Because the necessary steps had 
not been taken to invent electricity.  
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Official statistics of electricity production in Iran  

Year  Homemade  General  Commercial  Industrial  Transportation  Agriculture  Other uses  Total  

1384 44108 16350 8541 43014 108 16469 4305 132897 

1385 48085 18328 93319 46430 144 17666 4607 144581 

1386 50776 19648 9952 49601 169 17670 4509 152329 

1387 52896 20428 10741 51863 245 21178 4090 161445 

1388 55629 21826 11015 54605 282 21405 3674 168438 

1389 60907 21308 12726 61183 299 24188 3567 184181 

1390 56773 16751 12663 63590 353 30020 3752 183905 

1391 61351 17810 12599 66736 371 31647 3635 194149 

1392 64379 17831 13377 70634 323 33103 3765 203412 

1393 71162 19767 15404 73932 363 35188 3837 219653 

1394 76103 22196 16680 71678 549 36089 4017 227312 

1395 78378 22914 17620 77167 436 36222 4700 237436 

1396 83403 24328 18681 84177 477 38952 5009 255026 

Electricity consumption by different sectors (GWh) Source: Energy Balance, Ministry of Energy, Deputy Minister of Electricity and Energy 
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Official statistics of electricity production in Iran  

Year  Heater  Gas  Combined Cycle  Diesel  watery Other (1)  Total  

1379 14126 6770 3760 533 2007 0 27207 

1380 14776 7038 4060 533 2008 0 28953 

1381 14466 6330 6290 490 3037 0 31525 

1382 14530 7136 6832 493 4420 17 34329 

1383 14855 9074 6832 493 5012 25 37300 

1384 ☺4890 9906 6832 493 6044 48 38237 

1385 14890 11282 7836 418 6572 59 41080 

1386 14935 10590 10479 418 7422 74 43918 

1387 14935 11799 11117 418 7673 90 46031 

1388 14935 10479 13664 425 7705 92 47299 

1389 14935 12410 13984 408 8488 100 50320 

1390 14942 12260 14780 408 8746 1125 52257 

1391 14951 12422 15260 439 9746 1133 53951 

1392 15829 24715 17849 439 10266 1169 70267 

1393 15829 26412 18493 439 10789 1189 73151 

1394 15829 26870 18493 439 11354 1199 74185 

1395 15829 27890 19469 439 11580 1276 76484 

396 15829 25919 23165 439 11952 1497 78802 

About 12.30% of the amount of electricity produced in Iran is wasted in the country's electricity network. A number equivalent to 10.799 MW  
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Familiar with the subject of industrial electricity consumption reform plan, ENM : 

 

            Production is not possible in any of the economic sectors without economic infrastructure networks. Electricity plays a very important role in the industrial development 

of countries due to the changes in industry and the conversion of mechanical to electrical driving force, the emergence of electric motors and the expansion of machine tools. 

The expansion of per capita electricity consumption in Iran also shows that economic growth and development and social welfare in the country has been moderate. Managing 

electricity consumption does not mean not consuming, but consuming correctly. We do not mean to reduce the welfare of society, but we aim to use electricity rationally and 

wisely. More efficiency, less cost is possible with efficient use of electricity. In other words, consumption management is the application of management methods and the use 

of modern equipment for electricity consumers and provide a correct and appropriate model and help to increase the efficiency of electricity use and use it in the early hours of 

the night, peak hours of electricity consumption. And there are other times when factories are forced to produce, and their shutdowns increase production costs and waste 

raw materials. The highest electricity consumption in the 24 hours of the day is related to the early hours of the night. During these hours, when the lamps are turned on, the 

maximum consumption of electrical energy is received from the power plants, and if the power plants are not able to produce the required electricity, we will face power out-

ages and blackouts. Did you know that just one 100-watt incandescent light bulb requires an initial investment of $ 100 and about three years to build a power plant? So, if 

each of the subscribers in each area, the size of   Isfahan, turns off only one additional 100-incandescent lamp, a capacity equivalent to 160 megawatts will be saved and an 

investment of about 43,200 million rials will be saved to build a power plant to supply the above electricity. Energy label Energy label exists today in most countries of the 

world and acquaints the consumer with the efficiency of each of the domestic and industrial energy devices. It also provides consumers with specific information about each 

energy device. The energy label consists of several parts, each of which represents information. For example, buyers of an electric car can choose a device that is more efficient 

and effective than other similar models based on this information when buying. The first three parts of the label, which are common to all home appliances, represent the 

brand, company name, and model of the device, respectively. The fourth part of the energy label is graded with 7 Latin letters from A to G, each letter representing a degree of 

efficiency of the device. The letter A indicates the highest efficiency of the device and the letter G indicates the lowest efficiency of the device. Therefore, the higher the rating 

of the device, the more efficient it is compared to the amount of energy it consumes. Consumers can be informed about the efficiency and effectiveness of the device when 

buying electrical appliances by paying attention to the Latin letter inserted in this section. The fifth section shows the energy consumption of the  device and other sections rep-

resent specific information about each device. Consumption pattern and life of electrical appliances, despite being low consumption  because they are used a lot, resulting in a 

large part of home consumption and especially Make up the industry. The correct and correct selection and use of electrical appliances not only reduces energy consumption 

and consequently family and production costs and dazzles a large amount of capital for the development of the country, but also increases the life of these appliances. All elec-

trical devices have a specific life, which is calculated based on the number of hours consumed and the correct conditions of use. In the design of the system, abbreviated to 

ENM, consumption correction is done without changing the structure of the equipment, including the distance and power of the electric motor, and only reduces the load sent 

from the power grid to the consumer. This system is unique in the world and in the near future will be a global brand called Iran. ENM was designed and built using the power 

of local experts and more than 13 years of time in the form of experience and error and the use of modern science design, and was put into operation that today users of this 

system are fully aware of its benefits and share it with colleagues. And introduce the Iranian market. In order to encourage consumers, the Ministry of Energy is trying to make 

electricity free for consumers in different sectors, which is no longer necessary with the installation of this system. The downside of the network is the cooling of production, 

transmission and consumption equipment, the lack of need for large investments in the supply and production of electricity and many great benefits for the country.  

Power Consumption Optimization System  
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Electric consumers:  

 

Electricity consumers are generally divided into two sectors (industry, agriculture, transportation) and household (commercial, residential, 

service) that most of the country's electricity is consumed by industry. Industrial consumers are often factories or production units whose 

main feed is electricity and in the absence or slightest fluctuation causes very serious disruptions in production, both qualitatively and quan-

titatively. Electricity, as one of the most important and basic infrastructures of social development, is accepted by the exhausting effort of 

production, distribution, and consumption in factories for production. Now, considering the above cases and the global need to save energy 

consumption to generate electricity and save it as a necessity for sustainable development of the country, the Ministry of Energy has taken 

the following incentives for electricity consumers: 

1- Signing contracts with subscribers who use 20 hours of free electricity every day if their electricity consumption is reduced by 50%.  

2. Farmers who have not used electricity for four hours during peak hours, electricity consumption will be calculated for another 20 hours 

free of charge.  

These incentives may be good for controlling grid power consumption, but on the contrary, they will reduce production, which in turn im-

poses overhead costs on producers. It is noteworthy that the subscribers of Tavanir Company have a permanent electricity contract with the 

Ministry of Energy and the request to shut down the factories is an irrational request. By using the ENM system, factories can not only oper-

ate   permanently but can also use these incentives to reduce their electricity consumption through the distribution network. Widespread 

use of this system in the country reduces the electricity network by 50% and the result for the country's electricity is clear and shows that if 

you have a development idea in the Ministry of Energy, which is clearly seen and the reason is to reduce the pressure on the country's elec-

tricity network from production to Instead of providing incentives for 8 hours of non-consumption and 20 hours free of charge by paying 

subsidies to the users of this device, the distribution of this ministry can install and calculate electricity in full time, and on the other hand, 

other users do not need to shut down their factories. Instead, they pay 50 percent of their electricity bill during the year. This device causes 

the qualitative growth of voltage as much as the factory needs in the form of artificial intelligence and 100% automatic. The table below 

identifies users who have used ENM and observed the difference in their consumption before and after installation. As a matter of fact, the 

factory that consumes 400 amps of electricity has reached 140 amps without any change in the power and speed of the electric motors, and 

its electricity cost has been reduced by more than fifty percent. The cost of the electricity bill is so low that it surprises users and suggests 

people use it. In addition, all these factories have a power outage problem due to high consumption, which has been resolved after in-

stalling the system.  
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Comparison table before and after installation of  ENM system for example  

Row  

Electricity costs are related to the same year of 

installation and are not new. Some of them have also 

increased production by increasing power.  

Actual amp 

consumption  

Electricity bill when 

not using ENM  

in Rials  

Consumption amps 

from the network after 

installation  

The fee paid is 

approximately in 

Rials  

 1 Kerfto Flour Factory with the CEO Mr. Karim Aminnejad  620 78.000.000 320 30.000.000 

 2 
Shafaq Flour Factory under the management of Mr. Shahriar 

and Iqbal Karimi  
680 60.000.000 400 28.000.000 

 3 
Marivan Sarvabad Flour Factory under the management of Mr. 

Talib Khaledian  
800 98.000.000 410 40.000.000 

 4 Mr. Hiva and Mohammad Sayadi sand granulation factory  282 25.000.000 140 6.500.000 

 5 
Bijar Flour and Silo Factory under the management of Mr. Hadi 

Aminnejad  
1063 Simultaneous  600 80.000.000 

 6 
Large sand mine with the management of Mr. Farshdi Sayadi 

Phase 1  
400 80.000.000 140 25.000.000 

 7 
Large sand mine with the management of Mr. Farshdi Sayadi 

Phase 2  
793 130.000.000 315 35.000.000 

 8 Bijar Brick Factory under the management of Mr. Aram Sayadi  580 170.000.000 312 32.000.000 

 9 Sarfaraz Brothers Small Refrigerator  53 14.000.000 13 450.000 

 11 Saral animal feed factory managed by fishing brothers sayadi  450 50.000.000 315 20.000.000 

 11 
Carpet washing and production of nylon freezer Mr. Zanyar 

Azizi  
71 - 32 - 
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Power Consumption Optimization System  
Network schema before and 

after installing ENM  
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As you can see in the previous pictures, the amps sent by the network 

show a reduction of up to 50%, while the consumer consumes the amps he 

needs without any change in power. 

 

 For example, a factory that pays 200,000,000 Rials for electricity before 

installing ANM with 1000 amps, after installation, it reaches about 

80,000,000 Rials.  

 

In the previous diagram, the power plant produces 3500 amps with a 12% 

network loss, and in the lower diagram, the same power plant produces 

1680 amps for the same factories without changing the structure just by 

installing an ENM device. If large industries are added, the same system 

can be implemented and its advantages can be used.  
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Certificates of good performance  
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Sample projects - factory consumption 

1038 amps, substation output 609 amps in 

2016 is permanently working in the circuit.  
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Sample projects - factory consumption of 1088 amps, substation 

output of 652 amps since 2015 is permanently working in the cir-

cuit.  
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Sample project since 2013 is constantly working in 

the circuit  
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Sample project of facto-

ry consumption 445 

amps, ampere output 

from substation 184 

amps, year of installation 
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Sample projects - factory consumption 630 amps, 

332 amps substation output semi-permanent work, 

year of installation 2010 
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Sample projects - factory consumption of 680 amps, 332 amps of sub-

station output permanently working, year of installation 2007  
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Other examples of  projects in the field of  setting up production lines  
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Other examples of  projects in the field of  setting up production lines  
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Other examples of  projects in the field of  setting up production lines  
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Letters of Honor and Appreciation  
Power Consumption Optimization System  
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Technological company in the field of new energy  
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International certificates of designer and creator of the project: Erfan Ahmadzadeh  
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National certificates of designer and creator of the project: Erfan Ahmadzadeh  
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Proud to be among the greats of Iran's industry and innovation, top entrepreneur for two 

years and participate in various exhibitions and conferences  
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Customers of Erfan Nadine Mad Company  

Urban water and sewage of DivanDarreh  

Rural water and sewage  

Concrete strength company  

Concrete parts of the bag  

Rain sand mining company  

Heidari Brick Factory  

Bijar brick factory  

Flour flour factory  

Shafaq Flour Factory 1  

Shafaq Flour Factory 2  

Bijar Flour Factory  

Sarvabad Flour Factory  

Sarchnar Road Asphalt Factory  

Municipal Municipality Asphalt Factory  

Asphalt road and urban development factory  

Fishing sand factory  

Road sand and urban planning factory  

Fattahi Sand Factory  

Sarchanar Road Sand Factory  

Marivan Silo  

Silo Bijar  

Silo karaftoo 

Silo Shafaq  

Divandara Municipality  

Divandere water transfer  

Saral livestock feed  

Bijar livestock feed  

Cheese making of thousands of minerals  

Gum cheese making  

Reyhaneh Castle Cheese Making  

Mineral white cheese  

Different refrigerators  

Khaledian Machine Building  

Rain machine cultivation  

Pupa Lar Poultry  

Qaderi Poultry  

Sohrabi Poultry  

Poultry of Mohammadians  

Gadmeh Gater water transfer  

Akhkand water transfer  

Gaushle water transfer  

Water and time transfer  

Urban and rural water transfer  

Imam Hospital  

Saba Shahd Sugar Factory  

Takab Sugar Factory  

Nick Fiber Company  

Diwandara Education  

Technical and professional centers  

Ferdowsi Cultural Complex and Hall  

Cultural Complex and Culture Hall  

Samadi Mine  

Ahsan Mine  

More than 150 agricultural and irrigation  

wells and thousands of other customers  
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Power Consumption Optimization System  
• Warranty: Warranty service is only for repair or service of the device and includes the provision of free services for replacement of parts and repair 

wages.  

• Includes free replacement parts and free repair fees . 

• Devices have a warranty that has a warranty card.  

• Obviously, in order to use the warranty service, it is necessary to provide a guarantee sheet.  

• Warranty services are provided only by authorized centers and are provided on site and close to the installation location of the ENM system.  

• Design, installation and commissioning of all products of Erfan Nadin Mad Company have free installation, and are mandatory by the authorized 
representative of the company or system designer, and the criterion for starting the warranty is the installation date of the device.  

• The warranty period of the ENM system is 5 years, during which each of the equipment will be used free of charge and will be replaced as soon as 
possible in the representative office of the city where the system is installed, and its transportation cost is also free.  

• The warranty period of the ENM system is 5 years, during which each of the equipment will be used free of charge and will be replaced as soon as 
possible in the representative office of the city where the system is installed, and its transportation cost is also free. Users are completely satisfied 
with this system and can be inquired through their names or their companies, after ENM can be used safely for long periods and many years with-
out any repairs and take advantage of it.  

• After-sales service of ENM system is 30 years  

Advantages of installing ENM: increase the product without the need to increase the power substation, greatly reduce the cost of 
electricity, optimize factory power, including eliminating power fluctuations and the result is to prevent the burning of electric mo-
tors, no need to strengthen the main substation,Return on investment from 1.5 to 2 years and its very long life without the need for 
any special maintenance  

Important Note: This device is not a power saver and performs optimization online and at the same time as the power is on.  
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